


The HotSpotr line of products consist of in floor and overhead air movers that are engineered to 
adaptively deliver cold air to servers and return hot air back to CRAC’s (computer room air conditioner) 
improving your data center’s cooling effectiveness. Installing our in floor units(HT-110, HT-510) allows 
you to increase rack IT load, pressurize cold isle containment and eliminate hot spots. HotSpotr’s have 
been shown to be a very cost effective solution to problems that typically require capital investment or 
server downtime. 

Most data centers today overcool their rooms to resolve 
hot spot issues. This is a prohibitively expensive solution 
that puts extra strain on CRAC’s and does not solve the 
real issue: poor airflow distribution. 

Poor airflow distribution can be separated into two 
categories; supply and return. On the supply side, 
under floor obstructions such as pipes, cabling, 
cable trays etc. causes low static pressure and 
reduced flow from perforated tiles and grates. 
This reduces the amount of chilled air your 
servers are receiving. The HotSpotr HT-110 and 
HT-510 resolve poor static pressure issues and deliver up 
to 1200CFM of chilled air per HotSpotr in a zero pressure situation.

Another supply side problem that is extremely hard to overcome is data center 
layout. Poor rack placement in the data center can cause high and lower pressure 
zones creating an uneven distribution of air to your racks. This can be compensated by 
using adaptive HT-510’s that monitor rack intake temperatures and adjusts the amount of air delivered 
instantaneously.

Mixing is another reason for hot spots. In a data center, hot exhaust air from servers returns back to 
CRACs over a long distance usually mixing with precious cold air in its path. By isolating hot air from 
the room environment using the HT-710 and returning it to directly to CRACs, hot spots are eliminated 
and cooling efficiency is increased.

By using the HotSpotr line of products, you can effectively eliminate hot spots and increase the 
effectiveness of your existing cooling hardware. In doing so, you can increase uptime and reliability of 
your data center, which is always your number one priority.
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The HT-110 is your simple solution to hot spots in data centers. The HT-110 was 
designed for data centers with small issues or budget at hand. With an easy on off 
switch, anyone can control the HT-110; its as easy as a flick of a switch. The HT-110 is 
also designed to quickly install and requires no downtime for servers creating a nearly 
invisible IT solution to your hot spot troubles.

• Underfloor air mover delivers cold 
air to data center server racks 
using a simple on/off switch

• Supports 10-12KW racks

• Mounts directly to popular grates

• Adaptors for all 24” and 600mm 
floor and tile types

• Certified to IEC-60950-1

• All necessary accessories 
supplied

HotSpotr HT-110
Always On Underfloor Air Mover
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Electrical Specifications

Physical Specifications (without grate)



The HT-510 HotSpotr consists of a redundant matrix of high performance DC fans in 
an aluminum enclosure controlled by an intelligent thermostatic controller. Attached to 
or mounted underneath a grate or perforated tile; the HotSpotr HT-510 delivers cooling 
air where, when and in the right amount.

• Underfloor air mover adaptively 
delivers cold air to data center 
server racks

• Supports 10-12KW racks

• Mounts directly to popular grates

• Adaptors for all 24” and 600mm 
floor and tile types

• Thermostatically controlled to 
maintain selectable temperatures

• EPO Input, Alarm Status Output

• Certified to IEC-60950-1

• Ready for network for Demand 
Based Cooling Solution

• All necessary accessories 
supplied

HotSpotr HT-510
Adaptive Underfloor Air Mover
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Electrical Specifications

Physical Specifications (without grate)



In a data center, hot exhaust air from servers returns back to CRACs over a long 
distance usually mixing with precious cold air in its path. By isolating hot air from the 
room environment and returning it to directly to CRACs, hot spots are eliminated and 
cooling efficiency is increased.The HT-710 operates in one of two modes. In Stand 
Alone mode, the temperature of the air through it is continuously controlled by varying 

the fan speed. 
• Overhead air mover to move cold 

air to cold aisles or return hot air 
to CRAC

• Thermostatically controlled to 
maintain duct air temperature

• Continuously variable fan speed 

• Dual emergency shutdown 
feature to meet fire code

• Ready for A-Cool Network for 
Demand Based Cooling 

• All necessary accessories 
supplied 

HotSpotr HT-710
Adaptive Overhead Air Mover
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Electrical Specifications

Physical Specifications


